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New Publications

FURNITURE AT TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE AND LOTHERTON HALL,
YORKSHIRE by Christopher Gilbert

The definitive catalogue of 662 items from the collections of Leeds City Art
Galleries, 552 pages with 682 illustrations, 14 in colour, in two volumes. Published
jointly by the National Art-Collections Fund and the Leeds Art Collections Fund,
1978. f60 the two volumes, including postage. Cheques or money orders payable
to the NACF Leeds Furniture Catalogue; post to Percy Lund, Humphries & Co.
Ltd., The Manningham Press, Drummond Road, Bradford BD8 8DH.

CREAMWARE AND OTHER ENGLISH POTTERY AT TEMPLE NEWSAM
HOUSE, LEEDS by Peter Walton

A sumptuous, expertly researched catalogue of 1182 items in the Leeds collection,
295 pages, 16 colour plates and 450 black and white illustrations. Published by the
Leeds Art Collections Fund, 1976. Price f42 including postage. Cheques payable
to 'Lund Humphries'; post to Lund Humphries, Drummond Road, Bradford BD8
8DH.
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Dr. J. R. Sherwin, Dr. M. Wainman, Dr. R. B. Welch; Hon. Treasurer Martin Arnold,
B.A; Hon. Secretary Robert Rowe; Hon. Membership Secretary W. B. Blackburn; Hon.
Sacr'al Secretary Mrs. Francoise Logan.
The Leeds Art Collections Fund is one of the oldest supporting bodies for the visual arts in
Great Britain, a source of regular funds for buying works of art for the Leeds collections.
Why not identify yourself with the Art Gallery, Temple Newsam House and Lotherton
Hall, receive your Arts Calendar free, receive invitations to all functions, private views
and organised visits to places of interest. The minimum subscription is L5.00 individual
and L7.50 for husband and wife. Corporate membership f25. Life membership X)00. En-
quiries and application forms from the Hon. Secretary at Temple Newsam House, Leeds
LS15 OAE. The Arts Calendar may be obtained for a subscription of f1.00per annum, in-
cluding postage 12 issues); single copies may be purchased at the Art Gallery, Temple
Newsam House and Lotherton Hall, 50p each.
Note: starting with the first issue published in 1947, the entire Leeds Arts Calendar is now
available on microfilm. Write for information or send orders direct to Xerox University
Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, U.S.A.

LEISURE SERVICES COMMITTEE

The Lord Mayor; Chairman Councillor B. P. Atha; Deputy Chairman Councillor Mrs. E.
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Councillor W. Hudson. Councillor G. P. Kirk)and, Councillor E. Millet, Councillor
E. R. C. Smith, Councillor S. Symmonds, Councillor Mrs. C. M. Thomas.
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Director of Art Caller)'es Robert Rowe, c 8 E,M A,F M.A.; Principal Keeper Christopher
Gilbert, M A.,F M A; KeePer (Art Gallery) Miranda Strickland-Constable, B.A..A.M A;
Keeper (Lather(on Hall) peter Walton, 8 A .A.M.A; Keeper (Temple Nervsam) Anthony
Wells-Cole, M A,A M A; Keeper (Decorative Art Studies) Terry F. Friedman, B.A.,PH D;
Sent'or Assistant Keepers Alexander Robertson, M A,A M A, Adrian Budge,
8 A.,M.PFIIL..cERr ED; Curatorial Assistant Barbara Thompson; Conservation Supervisors
Michael Sheppard, Ron Turner; Metalrvork Conservator Phoebe Clements, DA(Edin),
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Cover illustration
Charles H on Horseback by Jean Cavalier, signed on verso: I. CAVALIER. F. 1684, ivory,
15.3 by 12.5 cm. Bought with the aid of a Government grant and a contribution from the
National Art-Collections Fund, 1980.
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Editorial

Uppermost in the minds of the curators and all
those who love Temple Newsam is the crashing
blow dealt by the theft of the gold snuff'oxes.
Twenty of the finest in the famous collection given
to Leeds in 1939 by Frank H. Fulford —there was
an article on them by Anthony Wells-Cole in
Calendar no. 71, 1972, and a booklet with coloured
illustrations was published a few years ago-
were literally snatched from the house on the
night of February 26th. Fortunately the etuis
were not touched.
After the previous break-in, little more than

two years ago, thousands of pounds of public
money was spent on completely revising the
security system. Apart from the money the great
problem is to protect the house and its treasures
from ever increasing risks without making it into
a fortress and so spoiling its character as a unique
showplace. Many of the objects stolen in the first
raid have now been recovered and there is still
some hope that the Fulford collection will find
its way home. The snuff boxes are so well known
and were so fully documented that within little
more than an hour of the incident full details,
photographs and colour transparencies were in
the hands of the police who went to work at once.
Without exaggeration, the world was alerted.
What more can be said about one of the most
depressing episodes in the history of Temple
Newsam;

As visitors know only too well the Long Gallery,
library and the floor above them, known as
Smithfield, where the reserve collection ofpottery
is available and much of our teaching done, have
been out of commission for nearly three years.
The repairs are now complete and everything
will be in working order again soon. The hazards
faced and the strains imposed in trying to main-
tain as many of our public facilities as possible
will no doubt be quickly forgotten, but the
tremendous work put in by our volunteer pottery
curators in getting everything back to where it
belongs should be for ever remembered. This is
the third time within a five year span that they
have helped to move almost the entire pottery
collection: first to set it up in the newly fitted out

Smithfield, then to store it away in tea chests
while the whole area was gutted for repair work
and now to redisplay it again —how would we
manage without them.
Although it did not prove possible to replace

the over-red and unsympathetic damask wall
covering in the Long Gallery the ceiling and all
the woodwork has been painted in a four colour
scheme chosen to bring out the very fine rococo
plasterwork and carving and enhance the superb
furniture much of which was made for this, one
of the most beautiful interiors in the country. The
pictures, a number of the most important also
painted for the room, including the delightful
Italian views provided by Antonio Joli to em-
bellish the magnificent chimneypieces, should
once more come into their own. Mixing the
colours, determining the tonal relationships and
deciding on a decorative balance of all the
elements was an exhilarating creative experience
even if it carried the inevitable quota of stress
symptoms. The sort of feelings that a male
assumes might be part of the business of giving
birth.
'Modern'culpture has been a cause of concern

in Leeds for more than forty years. A good deal
ofmainly healthy controversy has been involved,
but more important a deepening and intelligent
understanding of three dimensional art and
what the terms of reference of a 20th century
sculptor are, should and could be. What is
more, public appreciation is clearly growing-
not mere acceptance as some cynics like to say
they believe. Looking back it is easy to see that
Sir Philip Hendy's purchase in 1941 of one of
Henry Moore's masterpieces —the Reclining Figure
of 1929 in Hornton stone —was something of a
turning point. During the 1950s the permanent
collection of contemporary work grew under the
direction of Ernest Musgrave whose idea it was
to hold an exhibition ofYorkshire born sculptors
to celebrate the centenary of the musical festival
in Leeds in 1958. Sadly he was killed in a motor
accident the year before. The exhibition was
held, however, opened by the Princess Royal and
viewed by the Queen and Prince Philip. It was



decided to show it outside as well as inside the
Art Gallery. This entailed making and working
from very small scale models of all the sculpture
to be displayed in the Garden of Rest so that
brick plinths could be erected beforehand at the
sites carefully chosen on plan. During the
delivery days each large and heavy piece was set
up on its temporary home-base with little fuss or
bother watched by somewhat incredulous
spectators. Strange objects in the centre of Leeds
accessible to all comers twenty-four hours a day.
Although there was a minimal police presence—
little more than the eye of the law there was no
vandalism.
In 1962 special sculpture rooms were created

inside the Art Gallery, one area bathed in day-
light, the other with flexible artificial lighting so
that each piece could be individually lit. Then in
1966 came the scheme for enriching the barren
exterior first floor wall of the Art Gallery with a
work in high relief by a sculptor who had been a
Gregory Fellow at the University. Although the
project never materialised it was an excellent
idea and highlighted the role of Peter Gregory as
a patron ofartists. He established the Fellowships,
tenable for two or three years, in 1950.He wanted
a painter, sculptor, musician and poet to work
within the orbit of the student population; a

'oncept which has become familiar beyond Leeds
today. In the 60s and early 70s each of the
painters and sculptors had an exhibition in the
Art Gallery and representative works were
bought for the permanent collection. So the
foundations of the new Moore Sculpture Gallery
and the open air sculpture garden on its roof were
laid in theory if not in concrete a long time ago.
Perhaps even longer ago than one might at first
think, for the climate of opinion in Yorkshire and
particularly in Leeds was very sculpture-
conscious during the last century. Of enduring
influence was the Northern Society for the
Encouragement of the Fine Arts founded in 1809.
The annual exhibitions not only gave local people
the chance of seeing the work of established
London sculptors but introduced would-be buyers
to the young Yorkshire practitioners who were
given an opportunity of demonstrating their
abilities, often for the first time. The statue of
Dr. William Hey by Sir Francis Chantry ex-
hibited in 1826 proved to be a taste-setter with
sturdy progeny. The new patrons, woollen
manufacturers and other industrialists, were
epitomised by Benjamin Gott and his family.

They consistently collected the work of the best
sculptors of the day including that ofJoseph Gott,
two ofwhose finest monuments are to be found in
St. Bartholomews Church, Armley, Leeds. Other
fine pieces of smaller scale which show more
readily this sculptor's subtlety of mind as well
as his technical accomplishments —for example,
his Greyhound of 1827 usually shown at Lotherton
Hall —have through the years found their way,
with considerable guidance it must be claimed,
into the collections of the City Art Galleries.
Readers may like to be reminded of two articles
by Terry Friedman on 'Aspects of Nineteenth
Century Sculpture in Leeds'hich appeared in
Calendars nos. 69 and 70, 1971/2, and the major.
exhibition he organised with Timothy Stevens,
also in 1972, of the work ofJoseph Gott.
Jumping forward now to the time of Colonel

T. W. Harding: not only was he the founding
father of the Art Gallery but he gave the Black
Prince by Sir Thomas Brock and other bronzes
to adorn City Square. In so doing he contributed-
for nearly a century already, if not for evermore
an essential part of the visual image of Leeds. In
1903 he became the third recipient of the Free-
dom of the City.
And yet, so far at least, nineteenth century

sculpture has never enjoyed the acclaim and
scramble for ownership that has been the lot of
nineteenth century painting of almost every kind
and size. Perhaps it is because, like architecture,
one lives with a lot of it without choice and
people are said to see little above their heads. It
would certainly be difficult either to stumble
over or feel an acute desire personally to possess
the Black Prince, but sculpture came in domestic
sizes too in the last century.
This issue of the Calendar is devoted to sculpture

and particularly to the personalities of sculptors:
the creative driving force, what it achieved
through them and what they believed to be their
mission in life. Of no less interest are the views of
specialists assessing the ingredients of the artistic
temperament during a period remote from
their own.



Cavalier's Charles II on Horseback
TERRY FRIEDMAN

Catastrophic political and religious upheaval
has been the frequent cause of radical changes in
the course of art; many examples come to mind
but few affected the decorative arts in England
more profoundly than the events which took
place in France towards the end of the seventeenth
century. Following the infamous Massacre of
St. Bartholomew's Day in 1572, when the French
followers of Calvin were slaughtered in their tens
of thousands, Henry IV, a Protestant convert to
Catholicism, who came to the French throne in
1589, promulgated the Edict of Nantes, which
granted political and religious freedom to Pro-
testants, Huguenots as they came to be called.
But the two communities continued to live to-
gether only as uncomfortable bedfellows and on
October 18, 1685, Louis XIV revoked the Edict,
forcing some 250,000, including members of the
nobility, to flee into Holland, Prussia and the
American colonies; many settled in London and
the craftsmen among them made a great impact
on the arts in England. Some of their finest
achievements can be seen at Temple Newsam
House: the pair of silver-gilt ewers from Warwick
Castle (1697) by Pierre Harache, the settee and
daybed made around 1700 for the 1st Duke of
Leeds by the royal cabinetmaker, Philip Guibert,
Paul de Lamerie's tea equipage (1735), the
marble bust of Alexander Pope (1738) by Louis
Franqois

Roubiliac.'he

recent acquisition of a small but magnifi-
cent ivory relief depicting Charles II on horse-
back, carved by Jean Cavalier in 1684 (Cover
and Figs. 7—8), adds another masterpiece to this
group of gorgeous objects; the ivory is f'urther
remarkable as the earliest known dated work by
this important sculptor and so far the only example
of such an ambitious composition in an oeuvre
otherwise devoted to small profile portrait
medallions.s
Cavalier was probably the most accomplished

ivory carver to work in England during the late
seventeenth century but unaccountably little is
known about him.s The engraver and diarist,
George Vertue, who knew everyone, fails to
mention Cavalier, although has much to say

about the work of the other great Huguenot ivory
carver, David Le Marchand (Fig. 1).4 Neither
Cavalier's birth nor death dates are recorded and
nothing has come to light about his career until
1684, when the Temple Newsam relief was
carved. He was then already clearly a mature
artist, although his technique was still to undergo
refinement during the next few years. The dry,
linear treatment evident in the Charles II and a
profile portrait of Princess Mary, signed and
dated 1686 (Fig. 2), with its stylized and elaborate-
ly dressed coiffure, was to give way to softer,
more fluid modelling, particularly in the hair,
and more delicate rendering in the details of
dress by the time he carved the portrait of Samuel
Pepys in 1688.'fter this time Cavalier's
technique became more confident and in 1690
he was appointed the 'King's medallist', f'r a
letter dated December 11 of that year, signed on
behalf of William I I I, gave 'le Sieur Jean
Cavalier Notre Medalliste'a 'Pais Estrangers'o
travel abroad. A second profile of Queen Mary,
now in Berlin, is signed and dated 1690 and this
is probably the year he also carved the ravishing
profile of her husband (Fig. 3). The King was
recently enthroned but is portrayed in armour
an allusion to his military prowess with an
elaborately embossed harness and crisp cloak
thrown across his shoulder and chest; a long,
delicately curled wig sets off his stern, un-
flattering but not unsympathetic features. The
medallion is 3$ inches high.
There is a further group of royal portraits in

the British Museum and members of the Court
also began to patronize Cavalier. For example,
in July 1690 he charged Charles, 6th Earl of
Dorset and his wife, Countess Mary, $21.10.0
for carving their medallion portraits,' not
inconsiderable sum when compared to the $50
Grinling Gibbons, Master Carver in Wood to the
Crown, received in 1685 for a life-size marble
statue of Queen Mary for the Royal Exchange
in London. In 1693, however, Cavalier moved
on to Copenhagen, where he carved the profile
of Ulrich Frederick Guldenlowe (Fig. 4), and in
the following year was in Sweden.s In 1697 he



Fig. 1 Portrait of Thomas Gttp by David Le Marchand, ivory 8 inches high, signed on the verso 'D.L.M. Sculp.'. The Victoria
and Albert Museum (A. 1—1936).



Fig. 2 Portrait of Princess (later Queen) Mary 11by Jean Cavalier, ivory, 3g inches high, signed on the verso 'Cavalier. F. 1686'.
The Victoria and Albert Museum (A.201—1929).



Fig. 3 Portrait of'illiam 111 by Jean Cavalier, c1690, ivory, 3st inches high, signed on the shoulder 'C'nd inscribed
'GVLIELMVS. III.D.G.MAG. BRIT. FR, & HI. REX.'.The Victoria and Albert Museum (A.18—1938).



Fig. 4 Portrait of Utrith Frederich Guldenlotoe by Jean Cavalier, ivory, 4 inches high, signed 'IC'nd inscribed 'VLDRIC. FRID.
GVLDENLEW. 1693'. The Victoria and Albert Museum (A.8—1928).

accompanied the Swedish ambassador to Russia,
then to Persia and apparently it was there,
sometime in 1698 99, that he died.

Now among the most tantalizing and as yct
unexplained aspects of Cavalier's career are his
movements during the unrecorded formative
years up to 1684 and his sudden appearance
then as a mature and highly accomplished
sculptor. It must be that he had been trained in
the studio of some respectable Parisian ivory
carver. There was, for example, Michel Mollart
(1641—1713),working as a carver and medallist

for Louis XIV, who allowed him an apartment
in the Louvre. His magnificent ivory profile of
the King (Fig. 5), 4~to inches high, probably
carved around 1683, with its fantastic armour
encrusted with portrait medallions of Anne of
Austria hanging over his ear, Marie de Medici
on the shoulder, Marie Teresa of Austria as a
neck pendant, and Henry IV and Louis XIII on
the helmet, which is crowned by a figure ofApollo
riding in the Sun chariot, is characteristic.
Although of'higher quality than Cavalier's early
work, it seems to f'oreshadow his treatment of



Fig. 5 Portrait of Louis XIV as 'Le Roi Soleil'y Michel Mollart, c1683, ivory, 4+a inches high, signed on the shoulder 'Mollart
Fecit'. The Victoria and Albert Museum (A.44—1935).



Fig. 6 Portrait ofCharles IIby an unidentified sculptor, c1660, ivory 3$ inches high. The Victoria and Albert Museum (A 6—1932).



Fig. 7 Detail of Charles H on Horseback by Jean Cavalier, ivory, 6 inches high, signed on the verso 'I. CAVALIER. F. 1684.'eeds
City Art Galleries iTemple Newsam House), bought with the aid of a Government grant and a contribution from the National
Art-Collections Fund, 1980,

hair and dress. The presence of' small number
of portrait medallions in wax at tributed to
Cavalier suggests that, like Mollart, he supplied
models for bronze medals, although the possibility
cannot be ruled out that these waxes were made
from casts taken from the ivory

originals.'ntil

more documents and works are found this
vital part of his early life remains a matter of
speculation.
There is, however, the incontestable evidence

of the Temple Newsam relief. On the reverse
side (Fig. 8), Cavalier has tested the particular
qualities of this comparatively large piece of
ivory, 6 inches high, by chiselling a tree and a
flower into the soft material. On the relief itself
the royal stallion prances in a landscape of rolling,

grassy hills strewn with flowers; it is clearly en-
joying himself and seems to be smiling. The
glossy sweat of its hind quarters is beautifully
conveyed in the delicate, curving grain of the
ivory; the animal's flickering, beribboned tail
echoes the King's billowy cloak. The saddle
cloth, armour and other accoutrements are
rendered with the same loving care. Charles'
head, crowned by laurels, is modelled sensitively
to give the appearance of the resolute and good
monarch. A comparison with an ivory of the
King as a younger man (Fig. 6) carved by an
unknown sculptor perhaps around 1660, shows
how pedestrian such portraits could be.
The Temple Newsam relief, in contrast, holds

its own in an age which produced some notable
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Fig. 8 The verso of Plate 7.

life-size equestrian statues of monarchs: Hubert
Le Sueur's bronze of Charles I at Charing Cross
(1633), Jasper Latham's Charles II for the
London Stocks Market (1672, now at Newby
Hall, Yorkshire), the bronze at Windsor Castle
(1679) by the Huguenot sculptor, Josias Iback,
and others, not to mention those Continental
prototypes going back to the Marcus Aurelius
on the Roman Capitol (A.D. 165).to
But when did Jean Cavalier come to England?

The most likely date, of course, would be during
the last months of 1685 or shortly after, as a result
of the Revocation of the Edict of Nantesrn But a
recent and fortuitous acquisition by The Victoria
and Albert Museum of a profile portrait in ivory
of Isabella, Duchess of Grafton (1667—1722),
somewhat worn and of inferior quality but
signed by Cavalier and also dated 1684 (in
exactly the same manner as the Temple Newsam
relieI),t'rovides an invaluable alternative date.
The Duchess (Fig. 9), daughter and heiress of
the Earl of Arlington, was married to Henry
Fitzroy (1663—90) at the age of five. At first the
union did not augur well —Henry was all of nine
years old —and the couple separated. But in 1675
he was made Duke of Grafton and four years
later they were remarried, Evelyn reporting

somewhat apprehensively on the reunion of this
'sweetest and most beautiful child'nd the 'boy
that had been rudely bred'.'s In 1684, the Duke,
although apparently not the Duchess, visited
Louis XIV at Conde and for a brief time entered
his military service and apparently conducted
himself with honour at the seige of Luxemburg.
He then returned to England, established a
career as a daring soldier and in 1688, with John
Churchill (the future Duke of Marlborough),
joined William III in the struggle for the throne
against the Catholic, James II. Grafton was
rewarded by being invited to carry the orb at the
Coronation of the new king.

As the illegitimate but favourite son of Charles
II by Barbara Villiers, Duchess of Cleveland,
could it not have been Grafton who was respon-
sible for bringing Cavalier to England, perhaps
when he himself returned in 1684? May he not
have also commissioned the Temple Newsam
relief?
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Phrenology and Sculpture 1820—1855
FIONA PEARSON

On January 8, 1821 the Edinburgh Phreno-
logical Society, with George Combe, W.S., in
the chair 'moved and unanimously agreed to
that in respect of the valuable contributions
which artists may be expected to make to the
Science ofPhrenology in communicating accurate
accounts of the development of illustrious men,
they be admitted members of this Society in an
honorary way without payment of

fees.'he

Society was founded on February 22, 1820
by George Combe (Fig. 1), advocate and Writer
to the Signet, and his brother Andrew, a

surgeon.'eorge,

born in 1788, one of seventeen children
of an Edinburgh brewer, attended the parish
school of St. Cuthbert's around 1794, the High
School from 1797 and Edinbugh University
between 1802 4. He was then articled to
Messrs. Higgiris and Dallas, Writers to the Signet,
and he in his turn educated his brothers and
sisters.s George and Andrew Combe used their
respective interests in criminology and medicine
to make phrenological statements on the social
conditions of their day. The development 'of
'illustrious men'as thought possible through
the anatomical study of the mind, reading the
corresponding relief on the outside of the head
which showed various tendencies which could be
corrected, given certain conditions.4 The idea
of the face showing the mind of men was ex-
pounded by the seventeenth century court
painter Charles Le Brun in drawings 'illustrative
of the relation between the human physiognomy
and that of the Brute creation.'s A century later
the Swiss writer and friend of the painter Fuseli,
Johan Caspar Lavater, wrote in his Essays on

Physiognomy 'There is nothing I would more
strongly recommend to the physiognomist than
the study of exact and unchangeable busts in
plaster... Whoever compares the plaster busts
of men of genius and idiots with each other,
whoever dissects, draws and measures them,
part by part, will have faith in physiognomy
equal to the belief of his own

existence.'he

Edinburgh Phrenological Society follow-
ed Lavater's example and began to amass a
collection of skulls, life and death masks, portrait
busts and portrait engravings. The first artist-
member was the struggling young sculptor,
'Samuel Joseph Esq., Sculptor, London, presently
in Edinburgh,'ho was unanimously admitted
to membership on December 26, 1810, thirteen
days prior to the decision to give free membership
to artists (Figs. 2 &.3).'t the same meeting Mr.
Robert Buchanan and Sir George Mackenzie
read observations on Benjamin Robert Haydon's
picture of 'Christ's entry into Jerusalem', which
was then on display in Edinburgh.s
Joseph's first contribution to phrenology was

at a meeting held at George Combe's house on
June 8, 1821. Mackenzie had noted that a tutor
in his own house, a Mr. Ferguson, was unable to
perceive relative position or distance on a
canvas: 'Mr. Combe stated that Mr. Joseph, a
member of'the Society had met with a case which
formed a perfect contrast to that ofMr. Ferguson,
namely Mr. J. F. Williams, Landscape painter
and scene painter to the Edinburgh Theatre...
This gentleman had an extraordinary power of
recollecting relative position and is otherwise
distinguished as a painter. Mr. Joseph has him-
self made a mask of this gentleman and desires
it to be presented to the Society.'t the same
meeting Combe 'mentioned that Mr. James
Bridges, W.S., had shown him a letter from
R.B.Haydon Esq., Historical Painter in London,
offering to present the Society with a number of
casts in his possession or Duplicates of

them.'He

offered a bust ofSocrates in November 1821).
Mackenzie also gave the Society on that occasion
'a collection of portraits of celebrated painters
from authentic originals etched by James Girtin,
as illustrative of the development of several
celebrated individuals.'s The other main source
of casts for the Society during these early years
was Messrs Luke O'eill R Sons of the Canon-
gate. Combe prepared an index to the casts
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Fig. 1 Bust of George Combe (1788—1858j, marble, by Lawrence Macdonald (1799—18781.The Scottish National Portrait
Gallery.



made by this firm which was sold with them at
sixpence each. By July 1821 the booksellers
Bell and Bradfute were holding a stock of these
casts and Combe wrote to them 'If you are
disposed to give a few more a chance of sale I
could provide you with those in the annexed
list some of which I think would soon be asked
for. I have got a cast of each from London and
any artist here could make a mould from mine
and multiply them to any extent and at little
expense.'n January 3, 1822 Luke O'eill
presented the Society with a phrenological
bust."
'The growth of the Society's collection necessi-

tated a permanent home. On September 23,
1822 the Clyde Street Hall was taken as their
permanent weekly accommodation and presses
were built for the casts, which were all numbered
and labelled." Instruction in phrenology was
also given and a Diploma was devised which
sported a Bust of Socrates, the forehead marked
out with the organs, standing upon an Ionic
pillar drawn from Samuel Joseph's pattern book
of pedestals.'s Joseph was commuting between
Edinburgh and London in the early eighteen-
twenties and work he sent for exhibition to the
Institution for the Encouragement of Fine Arts in
Scotland (which in 1827 was granted a Royal
Charter, becoming the Royal Scottish Academy)
and to the Royal Academy in London of 1821 2
were mainly of Scotsmen (Fig. 3)"and included
Sir George Mackenzie of the Edinburgh Phreno-
logical Society.'s In January 1822 Joseph sent
the plaster of this work to George Combe,
together with his apologies for not being in a
position to repay a $20 loan.'s It would seem
that the patronage and interest of Combe aided
the young sculptor in the expensive process of
executing commissions. However, he had to
await payment from clients and the apologetic
letters extended through to May, due to the lax
attitude of Lady Boswell and a severe eye
inflammation which prevented him from beginn-
ing new commissions." Nevertheless, the two
men remained on good terms and in the summer
of 1822 Joseph passed on to Combe a phreno-
logical reading. Joseph's thanks were given in
kind by presentations of works and casts to the
Society. On March 7, 1823 he gave a bust of
George Combe which met with their 'high
approbation'" and at the following meeting on
April 17, 1823, he presented the cast of the head
ofMrs. Mary Mackinnonso who, 'kept a house of

ill fame in Edinburgh, and was executed there
on 16April 1823, for the murder of a young man,
in a momentary fit of fury.'st His final gifts to the
Society, prior to returning to London in 1829,
were casts of the heads of the notorious murderers,
Burke and Hare.ss Joseph's place was taken by
the Scottish sculptor, Lawrence Macdonald
(Fig. 5).A series of letters from Joseph in London
to the Scottish genre painter William Lizars
shows that he left behind him in Edinburgh a
string of debts and many unfulfilled promises
from a band of flattering followers. The establish-
ment of the Royal Scottish Academy in 1827 and
the subsequent fight for places outlined in these
letters to Lizars,ss suggest that Combe and
members of the Edinburgh Phrenological
Society put political weight behind the artist
members of the Society in the art world. It also
had the attraction of housing a collection of
busts on permanent display.
During the first twelve years of the Society's

existence, six painters became members: Patrick
Gibson, Landscape Painter (November 28, 1822),
Thomas Uwins, Historical Painter (March 20,
1823),John Morrison, Portrait Painter (March 3,
1825), William Stewart, Miniature Painter
(April 13, 1826), Charles Lees, Painter (March
28, 1827) and John Syme, Portrait Painter
(January 19, 1832).'4 The only sculptors, beside
Joseph, to take an active part were Lawrence
Macdonald (1799—1878) and John Steell
(1804—91)"
Macdonald was admitted to membership on

February 1, 1827 and proved to be a major
influence upon George Combe's enquiries into
the application of phrenology to the Fine Arts.
Prior to this date, papers had been read on this
topic by Mr. William Scott, W.S., the subjects
being the character and genius of Raphael
illustrated by a cast of his skull, on February 5,
1824's, and phrenology as applied to criticism
in the arts of statuary and painting, in December
of 1824, when Combe read a paper on the busts
of certain eminent men in Westminster Hall.

'hepresence of Macdonald led Combe's
observations closer to home with a notice on
Mr. James Thorn, the sculptor of ?am O'Shanter
and 5otder gohnie, on December 4, 1828.ss

Fig. 2 Bust of Thomas Chalmers (1780—1847), plaster, by
Samuel Joseph (1791—18501, inscribed Published est .November
t 8oo. S. joseph fera. (Photograph before restoration). Faculty
of Divinity, University of Edinburgh.
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Fig. 3 Bust of Professor james Gregory (1753—1821), plaster, 1821, bv Samuel Joseph. Scottish National Portrait Gallery.



Three years later, on the occasion ofMacdonald's
departure to London, Combe paid the following
tribute: 'observations on the Life, works, talents
and cerebral development of Mr. Lawrence
Macdonald, illustrated by a Cast of the head,
presented by that Gentleman at the Society's
request. A cast of the skull of Raphael having
been laid on the table, Mr. Combe took occasion
to point out the remarkable resemblance which
it bears to the head of Mr. Macdonald.'ss
The Preface to George Combe's Phrenology

applied to Painting and Sculpture of 1855 notes his
obligation to Macdonald, who had introduced
him to the philosophy of art 'while he was

resident in Edinburgh a quarter of a century
ago'. The Catalogue of busts in the possession of the
Edinburgh Phrenological Society by Robert Cox
includes an early biography and a phrenological
reading of the sculptor.so It details his precocious
talent in drawing and cutting figures in his native
Perthshire, which attracted the notice of the
architect, James Gillespie Graham; he recom-
mended him to the local landowner, Mrs.
Oliphant of Gask, who became his patroness.
After a period of study in Rome he settled in
Edinburgh in 1827 where he made the ac-
quaintance of the Combe brothers. His sub-
sequent career in London and Rome brought a

Fig. 4 Death masts of Thomas Chalmers, plaster. Collection of the Edinburgh Phrenological Society, University of Edinburgh.



steady stream of portrait commissions and
despite his early break with the Combes, his bust
of an unknown man at Cardiff (Fig. 6) reveal
fine facial modelling characteristic of those
sculptors who came into contact with phrenology.

Combe was convinced that phrenology had
given him 'facts and principles calculated to aid
the artist in realising his own inspirations.'he
study of the landscape requires a knowledge of
geology, 'Therefore, with the human form the
key to its nature is in Physiology of brain and
nervous system.'e argued for expression versus
the beauty of form and his illustration was chosen
from the experience of his mother-in-law, the
famous actress, Sarah Siddons, who advocated
the use of outward calm with deep inward
passion as the most effective manner of acting,
as opposed to 'small brained screaming and
gesticulation.' The emphasis was on the innate
character of the individual mirrored in the
physiology of the outward form. One painter
wrote to Combe complaining that his faculties
of locality and form were rather small, which
could explain his inferior work. He asked what
could be done to remedy this fault.a2 The moot
point of phrenology was that it promoted the use
of human determination for a small improve-
ment in under-developed faculties. However,
this rather self conscious form of social improve-
ment never found favour in the art world.
Combe's wife, Cecilia wrote on the failure of his
late work, that 'Phrenology applied to the
Fine Arts", was a labour of love to him and some
of the principles of Art there developed were so
new, and the ideas of a layman becoming Law-
giver in Art seemed so preposterous to many who
had established themselves as judges and juries
according to the old approved methods, that it
never became popular except with some un-
prejudiced artists and persons of fine taste who
dared to judge for themselves.'as These wise
words summarise the personal mission of a small
group of Edinburgh phrenologists to introduce
detailed and scientific observations into art. It is
ironic that Combe did not publish his theories
until the mid eighteen-forties in The Phreno-
logical journal,a4 only a few years prior to the fine
observations of nature practised by the Pre-
Raphaelite Brotherhood and John Ruskin, who
also sought to illustrate the need for social
reform. The Pre-Raphaelites also depicted
realistic images of their friends and family but
within a historical or narrative context and we

know that the sculptor, Thomas Woolner, PRB,
was interested in phrenology. as However, Joseph
and Macdonald had in Edinburgh a far earlier
example of realistic portraiture in sculpture, the
statue of Duncan Forbes of Culloden of 1752 by
Louis Franqois Roubiliac in Parliament Hall,
next to the Library of the Writers of the Signet.
The informal pose and the expressive gesture of
the hands was possibly the precursor ofJoseph'
masterpiece, the seated figure ofWilliam Wilber-
force of 1838 in Westminster

Abbey.a'erhaps

Cecilia Combe was right when she
said that Combe's wish to be a lawgiver in Art
was unacceptable to the art world. The initial
statement on artists and phrenology made in
1821 suggested that artists could make 'valuable
contributions [to] the Science of Phrenology as
communicating accurate accounts of the develop-
ment of illustrious men.'he work of Roubiliac,
Joseph and Macdonald did produce accurate
accounts of the features of illustrious men but
these were surrounded by stylised treatment of
hair and classical drapery, sometimes combined
with contemporary dress. Moreover, the science
of phrenology required only casts and skulls to
make its points. The creative aspect of the artist
was not needed. Nor did phrenology add to the
information given to the artist in previous ages
through life or death masks, measurements taken
with calipers, portraits, or, latterly, photography.
It superimposed another set of rules upon the
artist in the name of Science and sought to prove
that illustrious men had uniform characteristics.
Later supporters of phrenology included the art
historian, Mrs. Anne Jamesons'nd the novelist,
George Eliot. Therefore, one could conjecture
that phrenology did contribute to a new interest
in art and literature in the individual's character
and psyche. It was itself characteristic of the
Victorian move away from Romantic gestures
into a world of self help and scientific discovery
on a hitherto unknown scale.

Fig. 5 Burt of Lawrence Afacdonald, marble, by John
Hutchison. Royal Scottish Academy.
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Peter Hollins at The Warneford Hospital
BRENDA PARRY-JONES

Amongst the archives of the Warneford Psychia-
tric Hospital at Oxford,'here have, fortuitously,
survived thirty-two autograph letters from the
Birmingham-based sculptor, Peter Hollins
(1800—86).2 In 1843, he was commissioned by
the Committee of Management to 'execute a
life-size marble statue of the Asylum's greatest
benefactor, the Rev. Dr. Samuel Wilson Warne-
ford, rector of Bourton-on-the-Hill, Gloucester-
shire, who had endowed it with properties worth
$70,000. This unique sequence of letters,
supported by several other manuscript items, re-
presents Hollins's side of the detailed discussions,
advice and practicalities which were exchanged
between him and the hospital authorities pre-
paratory to the setting up of the statue in its
temporary location in the Asylum Chapel in
1849. The letters cast, in addition, considerable
light on the pattern of life, methods of work and
the personality of an early Victorian, provincial
sculptor.
Peter Hollins was a member of a family with

considerable artistic talent. His paternal uncle,
a glass-painter in Birmingham, had a son, John
Hollins, A.R.A. (1798—1855), who achieved
considerable acclaim as a painter of portraits
and historical subjects. Peter's own father,
William Hollins (1763—1843) was an architect
and sculptor of great versatility, who was
responsible for the erection in Birmingham of
such well-known buildings as the Public Office
in Moor Street (1805—7), the Prison, Old
Library and Public Dispensary. William Hollins
also carried out major alterations to the Earl of
Shrewsbury's mansion, Alton Towers, and, per-
haps more surprisingly, drew up plans for the
Royal Mint in St. Petersburg at the request of
the Empress of Russia, but declined the invitation
to go there to superintend its erection. In
addition, he was keenly interested in the history
of lettering and produced a number of fine
murals and marble portrait busts in a simple,
classical style, which were exhibited at the Royal
Academy between 1821 and 1825.4

With this artistic background behind him, it
was scarcely surprising that Peter Hollins con-
tinued in his father's footsteps and in due
course became a respected and popular sculptor
whose work at its best was quite outstanding. He
was a devoted member and later vice-president
of the Birmingham Society of Artists. As a
tribute, a portrait ofHollins, by William Thomas
Roden, was commissioned by subscription and
now hangs in the Birmingham Art Gallery and
he is also commemorated by a monument in the
church of St. Paul at Birmingham.
After initial training in his father's studio,

Peter went to London to work under Sir Francis
Chantrey, one of the outstanding sculptors of
the period, and it was probably during this
formative time that he acquired the artistry and
fluidity which characterised his later sculpture.
His modelling of recumbent female figures which
have a light, flowing quality, was regarded by
some contemporaries as equal to the skills of
Chantrey.s One of his finest female figures, the
monument to Mrs. Thompson (1838) in Malvern
Priory, received a most ecstatic commentary in
Berrouo's Worcester journal, October 6, 1842, when
a visitor, seeing it by chance, wrote 'we have
delighted in the elegant and classical productions
of a Flaxman, a Gibson, a Baily and a Chantry:
but we have never felt a more profound emotion
of pleasure than in contemplating this wonderful
work. Moving on the spirit of the ancients, it is
essentially English, essentially personal and
historical; but it is also essentially classical in the
utmost perfection of design and

execution.'uring

the eighteen-thirties, Hollins shared a
studio at 17, Old Bond Street, London, with the
Birmingham portrait painter, Harry Room, and
here, in 1833, he held a successful exhibition of
his works. He visited Italy between 1835 and
1836 and upon his return received a number of
important commissions. However, the death of
his father in 1843 necessitated his return to
Birmingham to take over the family business in
Great Hampton Street and all but one of the
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Fig. 1 Bust of the Rev. Vaughan Thomas, plaster, 1845, by Peter Hollbas.
The Warneford Psychiatric Hospital, Oxford.
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Fig. 2 Statue of the Rea Dr. Samuel Wilson Warneford, 1843—48,
marble, by Peter Hollins. The Warneford Psychiatric
Hospital, Oxford.
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thirty-two letters discussed in this article were
written from that address. Hollins emerges from
this correspondence as an essentially simple and
humble character, co-operative and anxious to
please his patrons in every possible way.
On April 29, 1843, a model of the bust of the

Rev. Dr. Warneford produced by Hollins in 1841
for the Queen's Hospital, Birmingham, was
exhibited at a meeting of the Governors of the
Warneford and was highly approved. In con-
sequence, the Rev. Vaughan Thomas (1775—
1858), the current Chairman of the Committee
of Management (Fig. 1) and a life-long friend
of Dr. Warneford, paid a visit to Hollins's studio
to commission a life-size statue, intended, at
this point, for erection in the Asylum Chapel,
then in the process of being built to the designs
of Thomas Greenshields, a local craftsman. On
October 13, 1843 Hollins sent Vaughan Thomas
a quotation for $800, the cost of executing the
statue in white marble, remarking that it would
be a considerable advantage to his reputation to
have one of his works erected in Oxford, where it
would at tract useful publicity. He showed
considerable shrewdness in making a proviso
that the sum for the statue should be raised to
$1,000 if the Asylum Committee was pleased
with the finished product, but willingly accepted
the instructions of the Committee as to the
posture, expression and dress of his subject. The
final sculpture dutifully depicts Dr. Warneford
seated, with a thoughtful expression and wearing
academic dress, his right hand resting upon a
favourite volume of Devotional Offices (Figs.
2—3). Before actually embarking on the work,
Hollins paid a visit in October or November 1843
to his subject at his home, The Rectory in
Bourton-on-the-Hill, 1'or Dr. Warnef'ord reported
approvingly in a letter to Rev. Vaughan Thomas,
dated November 11, 1843, that the sculptor
'appeared anxious to give the least possible
trouble'o him throughout the

sitting.'n

February 21, 1844, Hollins wrote to
Vaughan Thomas explaining that he awaited a
client at his studio about the time of the Asylum's
annual meeting and as an alternative to'his own
presence there he offered to finish 'a small
plaster figure'f the statue (untraced) and send
it 'by the Oxford Coach', adding that 'the large
model is in the naked state and therefore not
favourable for inspection'. Three days later he
penned another note to inform Vaughan Thomas
that the small model had been left at the coach

office ready for transit to Oxford. It was, he
clarified 'an original cast from a clay

model'hich

had previously been submitted for inspec-
tion at Oxford. The next letter, dated May 24,
1845, duly records that 'the marble statue is
progressing rapidly and most satisfactorily—
I go to London next week to have it packed and
sent to Birmingham as the roughing out is
completed —when I have the honour to see
you in Birmingham, I shall hope to have the
excellent Doctor's statue in a favourable state to
view'. Hollins begged Vaughan Thomas to
pardon the extreme briefness of this communica-
tion 'as it is past 11 o'lock and I have been riding
1'rom Mansfield most of the day'.
Two further short letters were sent to Vaughan

Thomas, on August 27 and 30 of the same year,
to acknowledge the safe receipt of his expenses on
the statue. The latter of these also records the
fact that many 1'avourable comments had been
passed by visitors to the studio on the fine work-
manship both of the Warneford statue and a
bust ofVaughan Thomas (Fig. 1) being prepared
there concurrently and 'intended for the Queen'
College't Birmingham.
A year later, Hollins wrote to report that he

had been very busily engaged on the statue of
Dr. Warneford which 'promises to be ready by
the end of this month for sending to London for
exhibition at the Royal Academy', and asked
Vaughan Thomas's advice as to what description
should be supplied for the exhibition catalogue.
The entry f'r the year 1846 confirms that the
statue was finally registered as '1400 A marble
statue of the Reverend S. Wilson Warneford, to
be erected at Oxford'. It was well-received
during the exhibition and generally thought to
be a fitting exposition of the sculptor's 'con-
siderable gifts'.

In July of the same year, Hollins wrote to
Dr. F. T. Wintle, Medical Superintendent of the
Warneford Asylum, acknowledging the safe
receipt of further money paid on account for the
statue. It appears that following the R. A. ex-
hibition, the sculptor obtained the consent of the
Asylum Committee to have it re-conveyed to his
Birmingham studio, Hollins thanking the Com-
mittee for this concession in a note dated August
6, 1846. Towards the end of that same month he
wrote, apologetically, to Vaughan Thomas
thanking him for his forbearance in accepting
the long delays before completing his bust and
attributing the time-lag to 'an unusual press of
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business all this season', a situation intensified by
his 'personal fastidiousness'nd unwillingness
to allow any work to leave the studio without
receiving the finishing touches from his own
hand. However, Hollins had been able to
despatch by 'Messrs. Pickford'n August 29,
'three hampers, each containing a bust', one for
Vaughan Thomas's 'servantman'nd the others
for the former's two nieces. The first of these was
donated by Hollins free of charge, in recognition
of the service afforded to him professionally by
Vaughan Thomas's original commission of the
Warneford Memorial.
On November 3, Hollins again wrote to

Vaughan Thomas to inform him that the
pedestal for the statue was complete and that he
wished to make arrangements for both it and the
statue to arrive in Oxford at the same time. He
suggested that it might now be appropriate for
him to pay a visit to'Oxford to assist in choosing
the site 'best calculated to exhibit the statue to
advantage'nd also to make arrangements for
cutting the pedestal inscription. However, this
letter was followed by another, in January 1847,
explaining that his intended visit to Oxford
would have to be postponed until after the
completion and delivery on January 18, of a
marble bust ofDr. Jephson."
There had evidently been some slight financial

misunderstanding between the parties as to the
cost of the Warneford statue and the sculptor,
therefore, was obliged to state cautiously in his
letter ofMarch 13, 1847 that 'under the impression
of receiving one thousand pounds I have had a
pedestal executed worth one hundred pounds,
which was not calculated upon in the price I
named at Oxford. I therefore hope you will not
think me going beyond what I set out with
saying if I ask for the two hundred you have
promised to send me'. His next letter concluded
with the announcement that he intended to visit
Oxford to inspect the proposed sites suggested
for erecting the statue. It is clear from a variety
of'ontemporary sources that this latter decision
was occupying considerable attention about this
time, for amongst the Asylum archives there has
also survived a long letter to Vaughan Thomas
from Rev. Dr. Frederick Barnes, Canon of Christ
Church and a former chairman of the original
Building Committee of the Warneford. In this
letter, dated March 19, 1847, Dr. Barnes
affirmed 'I fear there will be great difficulty in
obtaining a desirable position for the statue'.

Since the asylum had been designed to be
'useful'ather than 'ornamental', Dr. Barnes
pointed out that there was no suitable part of the
building wherein such a work of art could be
erected. He advocated either the building of a
domed addition to the existing entrance hall or a
lengthening of the Asylum Chapel (then after
prolonged delays nearing completion) as being
the only possibilities worth considering to house
such a remarkable memorial and so fine a work
of art.
The sculptor himself similarly concerned with

the siting of his masterpiece found time amidst
all the business connected with his completion of
the Jephson memorial to visit Oxford twice in
the late Spring of 1847.On returning to his studio
he penned another letter to Vaughan Thomas,
in which he stated 'A second visit to the Taylor
Galleries [The Taylorian at Oxford] confirmed
my first impression that the situation near the
staircase at the end of the Gallery for the antique
statues is a good place', provided that the statue
was placed well away from the 'square bronzed
warming apparatus'. However, in a fascinating
draft letter'rom Vaughan Thomas to an un-
specified recipient it is revealed that the request
to place the statue in the 'new University

Gallery'et

with complete refusal on the grounds that it
was reserved exclusively for the exhibition of
antique busts and statues. This rejection was
countered by a spirited tirade in his letter of
July 1847 when Vaughan Thomas protested
vehemently against such misuse of the University
Gallery for the displaying of what he termed
derisively as mere 'Plaster of Paris

Trumpery'nworthyof the University. 'It is an abuse of the
fine room', he continued, 'to fill it with the cheap
but clever Plasterworks of Messrs. Baldacci and
Brucciani and the other vendors of modern
antiques', such as were then being purchased on a
grand scale to grace 'the residences of showy
gentlemen in common and commercial life'.
Despite his eloquent plea that the Gallery should
be made a repository for 'statues of real men of
native growth and sterling worth and a truly
English Reputation'nstead of housing 'casts
taken from the draped and undraped statues of
Gods and Godesses, Heros and Heroines', not-
withstanding his confident rating of Dr. Warne-
ford's philanthropy with that of John Howard

Fig. 3 Statue ofDr. Warneford, 'P. Hollins, Sculptor J. Fisher,
Engraver'.
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and Thomas Guy, and despite the sculptor'
hopes for a more eminent and public location, it
was in the Lunatic Asylum that Hollins's statue
finally came to rest.
On July 11, 1848, the Committee ofManage-

ment came up with a Resolution, ofwhich a copy
was sent to Hollins, stating 'that it is the conviction
of the Governors that the proper, that is the most
appropriate locus in quo for the....admirable
statue is at the very seat and scene of Dr. Warne-
ford's charity, the Warneford Asylum'. They
requested the sculptor to furnish 'the dimensions
of the Aperture which will be necessary to admit
the Pedestal and the Statue'. Hollins's reply was
a sketch-plan of the crated statue (Fig. 4)
complete with measurements. The Committee
also ordered the sculptor, on the same day,
July 11, to 'take steps for the safe removal of his
admirable statue to the Asylum.... where a
building is in the course of erection for the
temporary lodgement of the same till by the
enlargement of the central House of the Asylum
a suitable vestibule be constructed for its final
deposit'. This latter remark clearly troubled
Hollins for within six days back came another
letter expressing distinct anxiety about the un-
finished building and advising 'the inside
should be complete before the Statue is erected or
injury may befall the Statue from the workmen-
The floor may form an exception if it be stone as
this can as well be done after the Statue is erected
as before, but all plastering, painting and
colouring should be finished ere the Statue is
fix'd'.
Peter Hollins is known to have suff'ered inter-

mittently from rheumatism, the result of pro-
longed working in wet clothes, which eventually
forced him to give up sculpting for the final
twelve years of his life. He commented
illuminatingly upon the rigours of one such
attack in a letter to Vaughan Thomas, with
whom he had struck up a lasting friendship, of
July 17, 1848: 'I am just recovering from a
severe attack of Rheumatism which has confined
me to my home for the last two months.... and
which has left me very weak and my medical
adviser has recommended a residence at the sea
side for the next three weeks or a month, but
thanks to the railway this has no need to interrupt
our proceedings as I can traverse the kingdom
at any time I receive your command to erect the
statue of the Excellent Dr. Warneford'. Hollins's
next letter was addressed from Southport in

Lancashire where he had been staying 'for the
benefit of the sea air', whose ef'ect, he reported,
had been 'most advantageous'nd he intended
returning to Birmingham forthwith to resume
his professional labours 'quite restored'. He added
that on arrival at his studio, he would despatch
the information necessary for Thomas Knowles,
an Oxford stonemason, to undertake the erection

. of the statue in the Asylum Chapel and the sub-
sequent supervision of the cutting of the inscrip-
tion upon the pedestal. Knowles's letter, having
received the instructions, has also survived, in
which he observed that the dimensions of the
crated figure, five feet ten inches by three feet
three inches, presented no difficulty in transport-
ing it through 'a common doorway'.
The next communication with Vaughan

Thomas took place on December 20, when
Hollins requested the latter to further his
'professional prosperity'y composing a testi-
monial to be sent to the Bentinck Memorial
Committee. Hollins had been asked to attend at
the Town Hall in Mansfield, Nottinghamshire,
with his designs to compete for a commission to
execute a commemorative sculpture to the late
Lord George Bentinck.'aughan Thomas rose
to the occasion and provided the sculptor with a
glowing testimonial, a draft copy of which has
survived. The statue ofDr. Warneford, Vaughan
Thomas claimed, had given 'lovelier

satisfaction'nd

had been accorded 'approving criticism from
all who have seen it'. Following its exhibition at
the Royal Academy in 1846, the sculptor had
received a multitude of compliments for his
labour, operational skills and fine sentiment,
which amounted to an almost unqualified
approbation of this work of art.

Seven letters from Hollins spanning the year
1849 give considerable insight into his activities.
The first, dated January 9, is simply a letter of
thanks for the fine testimonial sent to the
Bentinck Committee and concludes with sincere
commiserations with Vaughan Thomas who was
suffering a tiresome period of ill-health. In
August, Hollins reported that he had at last
found an artist to make a drawing from the
Warneford statue (to be utilised for engraving
subsequently) and went on to remind the latter
that 'Although the marble statue of the excellent
Dr. Warneford is a great ornament to my studio
I shall be glad to fix it in the destined situation
before the cold weather sets in as there is a risk
in fixing these works in frosty weather'. Quite
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Fig. 4 Sketch of Warneford's statue
craled, with measurements, Prior lo delivery
lo the Hospital, 1848. The Warneford
Psychiatric Hospital, Oxford.

appropriately, the next three letters, all written
in October, were concerned with the transport
arrangements of the statue from Birmingham and
the pedestal from London, so as to arrive in
Oxford simultaneously. Some delay was ex-
perienced due to the need to re-polish the
pedestal and to clean the statue which had
'contracted some of the Birmingham smoke'.
Both pieces were to be packed and transported,
each in 'a spring van'nder the supervision of
either Hollins or his foreman. Hollins mentioned
in passing in one of these letters that due to illness
there had been no progress by the artist em-
ployed in making a drawing from the statue.
Since no other artist in Birmingham could
accomplish this task so adequately, Hollins
recommended that he should be allowed to
resume his work, utilising the small model which
was to be retained in the Birmingham studio even
after the removal of the statue itself. Despite the
complexity of these travelling arrangements and

all the delays, both statue and pedestal were
reunited in Oxford some ten days later, Hollins
himself having personally superintended the
statue in transit.

Hollins's next letter, on February 15, 1850,
was a brief note containing an estimate for the
manufacturing of an engraver's die required by
Vaughan Thomas for an unstated purpose."
Eight months later the correspondence continued
when Hollins reported with some self-satisfaction
that 'the Good People in Birmingham have un-
animously voted me the commission to execute
the Peel testimonial to be erected in Birmingham
at a cost of two thousand guineas'.'a He also
referred to his selection to 'complete with a
limited number of sculptors for a bronze statue
and pedestal to be erected at Manchester't the
cost of $5,000. Before embarking upon his
designs he wished to refresh his mind by careful
examination of the 'casts from [Sir Francis]
Chantry, statues now in the Taylor Buildings'1



and he requested Vaughan Thomas to obtain
permission for him to spend a few hours there
daily for three or four days. Vaughan Thomas
not only obtained the necessary permit but
promptly offered the sculptor the hospitality of
his board for the period, to which Hollins replied
in a letter of October 12, 1850 'I hope that you
will not think I undervalue the favour you have
accorded me in asking me to take all my meals
at your hospitable board, when I say that the
shortness of my time in Oxford and what I shall
have to do in the way of sketching, will require
that I make arrangements for the most economical
use of the daylight, which arrangements would
be sure to be set aside if I came so often within
the influence of your interesting and instructive
conversation. I think, therefore, my Breakfasts
and Luncheons must be like Lord John

Russell's'uring

the sitting of Parliament, sulky meals
taken alone at my Hotel'.'s
It is unclear 1'rom the remaining two letters in

the series, October 18 and 22, whether Hollins's
projected trip to Oxford ever came about but
these final letters certainly provide a significant
commentary on the sculptor's activities at this
period. He referred to his completion of a marble
bust for the Earl of'radford and to his willing-
ness to execute a bust requested by a friend

of'aughan

Thomas (normally at a cost of $100
but reduced to $80 in recognition of'is long
friendship). Work on this bust would, Hollins
stated, have to be postponed for two months,
which was all the time left for the preparation of
his model for 'the Manchester competition Peel
statue'; already he had 'too little time for such
a work —as success in this undertaking would
place at least ten thousand pounds worth of
commissions't the winner's disposal.
The only other manuscript fragment relating

to Hollins which has come to light at the Hospital
is an undated page of meticulously tabulated
directions on how to unpack 'the small cast of the
statue of the Rev'd. Dr. Warneford'n arrival
at the Asylum. This model, carefully packed with
its plinth in a screw-topped wooden crate filled
with 'hurds or tow'o prevent damage during
transit was presumably the one which had been
presented for the Asylum Gommittee's approval
early in 1844.
There is no evidence to suggest that Hollins

had any further contact with the Warneford
af'ter the Autumn of 1849 but his $1,000 statue
remains a prominent and dominating presence
in the entrance hall of the 1877 extension to the
Asylum, designed by William Wilkinson (1819—
1901) of Oxford.
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